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Dear John,
Thank you for meeting with me last week to discuss the future of ICBC. It was very positive to
have an exchange of views on many of the key issues.
As you know, I am strong supporter of public insurance in BC. ICBC, though often criticized, has
been through its history an effective organization with a skilled work force and an excellent
record of corporate performance. Until 2008, the Corporation achieved results in the public
interest as a non-profit insurer while supporting, not limiting the legal rights of its customers.
Since 2008, under the Liberal government’s direction, ICBC has stopped operating as a nonprofit insurer focused on service and instead has adopted the worst features of private
insurance as its operating philosophy. Front-line service was reduced and front-line staff
stripped of authority.
An aggressive and unsuccessful claims management strategy was adopted that has led to
massive increases in unpaid claims liability – a key indicator of customer service. A strategy that
leads to unresolved claims of injured customers is the opposite of what is needed.
The results can now clearly be seen. Large increases in rates with a plan for a further 42% rate
increase after the election, poor employee morale, a declining financial position and a lack of
focus on reducing accidents.
And now, an additional review directed by the ICBC board that will not start until after the
election. There is nothing independent in this review. It is a top-down directed effort that
ignores the important relationship between ICBC and its own front-line employees, as well as
health care professionals, engineers, the legal community on all sides, independent adjusters,
mediators and most of all, the driving public.

You will recall the Liberals did a comprehensive review led by Treasury Board in 2012. They
accepted all of the recommendations and things got worse. Repeating that fiasco makes no
sense.
The Liberals are trying to blame everyone else for their problems – judges, lawyers, drivers, the
cars themselves and the legal system. They are wrong. The Liberals are not witnesses to this
problem. The Liberal Cabinet and its appointed ICBC executives set the tone for litigation and
gutting customer service after 2008 set the tone for its relationship with its customers. They
have needlessly polarized these relationships and all of us are paying the price. The Liberals are
not witnesses here, as they are driving the car.
We can do better. As John Horgan has said, the solution is not to take away or limit the legal
rights of drivers as the Liberals seem ready to do after the election, but to restore ICBC to its
non-profit status and listen to those that know best. That means “No to no fault” and the
like. It means restoring authority to front-line staff. It means a properly managed legal strategy
with an emphasis on reducing waits and needless costs.
It also means an aggressive campaign to make driving and the roads safer and reduce the
number and severity of accidents. It means a review that is truly independent and not
accountable only to the Liberal partisan political appointees who are responsible for the current
crisis.
And it means putting drivers, and the public interest, not the government and its corporate
interest first.
It was a pleasure to meet with you and I look forward to meeting you again soon.

Sincerely,
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